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This presentation contains forward-looking statements within the meaning of the U.S. federal
securities laws, including, without limitation statements regarding: market and sales opportunities,
distribution channels, our ability to capture new customers, retail channel evolution, and barriers to
entry. These statements are subject to risks and uncertainties that may cause actual results and
events to differ materially, including without limitation: if our product offerings, marketing activities and
investment prioritization decisions do not result in the sales, profitability or profitability growth we
expect, or when we expect it; the demand of our customers and our consumers for our products and
our ability to accurately forecast it; if we fail to innovate and develop new products in a timely and cost-
effective manner for our new and existing product categories; if we do not successfully execute on our
growth opportunities in our new product categories or our growth opportunities are more limited than
we expect; the effect of pricing, product, marketing and other initiatives by our competitors; if our

Forward Looking Statements

we expect; the effect of pricing, product, marketing and other initiatives by our competitors; if our
products and marketing strategies fail to separate our products from competitors’ products; if there is a
deterioration of business and economic conditions in one or more of our sales regions or operating
segments, or significant fluctuations in exchange rates. A detailed discussion of these and other risks
and uncertainties that could cause actual results and events to differ materially from such forward-
looking statements is included in Logitech’s periodic filings with the Securities and Exchange
Commission, including our Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q for the fiscal quarter ended December 31,
2014 and our Annual Report on Form 10-K for the fiscal year ended March 31, 2014, available
at www.sec.gov, under the caption Risk Factors and elsewhere. Logitech does not undertake any
obligation to update any forward-looking statements to reflect new information or events or
circumstances occurring after the date of this presentation.
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global reach

+

retail execution
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Global Retail Reach

Unparalleled global retail presence in virtually

every major CE and online retailer around the world
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WW Logitech Distribution

Our Global Retail Footprint is a Powerful Asset
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1 United States

2 Germany

3 China

4 Canada

5 France

6 Australia

Top 10 Countries

Source Logitech
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6 Australia

7 United Kingdom

8 Japan

9 Russian Federation

10 Switzerland
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Consistent Sales Growth in Americas

YOY Sales Growth in our Americas Region
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84%
92%

Leading Market Share in Most
Categories in the U.S
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Logitech Americas Value Share vs. Other Brands

(As of December 2014)
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Source: NPD Retail December 2014, excluding Video Collaboration
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Data Driven Category Leadership

• Using research and data to advise retail and on-line partners
to maximize effectiveness through:

• Shelf assortment

• Merchandising• Merchandising

• Promotional strategy

• Online strategy

• Marketing vehicles

• Return on investment
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• Obtain key placement in key retail stores

• Develop in-store merchandising and product launch
displays to engage and educate the consumer that
are as impressive as our products

• Expand and grow shelf space

Disciplined Focus on Retail Success

• Expand and grow shelf space

• Work with retailers to develop the proper platform
adjacency for our categories

• Cultivate valuable strategic relationships with our
retail partners and jointly plan and category manage

• Create and launch rich and useful online content and
web assets that inform, sell, and support
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Significant Growth in US Shelf Share

Category Leadership Enables Shelf Share Gains
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Logitech Data: Combined Best Buy, Staples, Walmart, and Office Depot & Max and includes all major product categories
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34%
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Great Products Open Doors to New
Distribution Partners

Telco, Airport, Outdoor, Sporting and Department Stores
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Develop, Test and Validate In-Store Layouts

Through shopper research, we are a leader in understanding how
accessories are shopped by consumers.

Ongoing research identifies optimal aisle arrangements
and product layouts.
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Our Research Enables
Category Leading Merchandising
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Merchandising Tablet Keyboards & Covers
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Product Launch and Seasonal
Merchandising
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Store-in-Store Merchandising
UE Boom
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In-Store Theatre Concept
UE Boom
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Leveraging Partnerships to Create Adjacency
to TVs with Our Living Room Keyboard
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Strategic Relationships Help Drive Sales

We create additional support through
sales associate trainings.

In US alone, we trained over 34,000 associates last year.
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Online vs. In-Store

WW Logitech Sell-Through
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• Focused operationally on
supporting both in-store and
online sales

− Separate, specialized 
teams

Source Logitech Internal POS
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− Apply research, testing 
and validation
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Most Consumers Browse and Research
Our Categories Online

Ensuring a Strong Online Presence & Identity Are Critical

© 2014 Geometry Global24



Using Research to Develop Content for
Strategic Retail Partners

Heat maps assist with targeting and prioritizing content
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Our Rich Online Content Supports Product
Selection and Sales
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We Create and Build Dedicated
Online Brand Stores
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Next Evolution in Retail…Multi-Channel

66% of consumers research online but validate their purchases in-store.

Multi-channel combines best of retailers’ online and in-store assets.

Why consumers
visit retail stores

to validate
purchases they
have already

© 2014 Geometry Global

have already
researched

online
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Multi-Channel is Emerging as the Best In-Store
& Online Shopping Experiences Combined

• Historically, in-store and online experiences were separate

• Online provides: depth, details, product research, rich content, and

reviews

• In store provides: tangible experience, impulse, and assisted sales• In store provides: tangible experience, impulse, and assisted sales

• Multi-channel is emerging as retailers develop their online
capabilities and muscle… the best of both worlds

• Logitech is uniquely positioned to expand into all channels,
and to help our partners optimize shopping experiences
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• Built a strong brand and consumer
following through great products and
broad global retail assets

• Proven category leadership based on
strategic retail partnerships enable us
to reach our target customers and

Summary

products

+

reach

+to reach our target customers and
grow market share

• Strong and growing global retail
presence in-store and online

• Will continue evolving with needs and
preferences of the retail market and
consumers, enabling us to enter and
launch new categories

+
execution

=

barriers to
entry
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Thank You
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